Teversal, Stanton Hill & Skegby Neighbourhood Forum
Management Committee Meeting minutes for 24th January 2018
Held at the Manor Room, Buttery Lane, Teversal Village, NG17 3JN

Present:
Mike Vardy, Richard Goad, Geoff Snare, Sharon Berry, Lis Reid, Lynn Henstock, Janice Ashley, Chris
Goodall, Christine Price, Jane Cooper

Apologies:
Andrew Jenkins, Donna Mellor
1. Minutes of previous meeting and matters arising
Minutes of the previous meeting (November 1st) were reviewed with the following matters
arising:
a. Donna Mellor (Ashfield D.C.) is off sick from work with a broken wrist. Mike Vardy
will request a replacement if Donna is likely to be away long-term
b. Ashfield D.C. have confirmed that the NP is actively being used by the Council as part
of its planning application review process
c. The Hydrocarbon Exploitation sub-group has been renamed ‘Hydrocarbons &
Minerals”
2. Finances
Sharon circulated the latest finance figures. Current balance is £667.68
There was a discussion regarding the enhanced Public Liability Insurance that had been
previously discussed via email. It was agreed that we would not take out the enhanced
insurance version.
The Chairman has applied to ADC for £750 from council members’ pledges, but initial feedback
is that there is very limited money available. Notts C.C. Leadership funding is another option,
which Mike will investigate.
REPORTS FROM WORKING GROUPS
3. Planning & Environment (Richard Goad)
The minutes of the working group meeting on 18th January were circulated and reviewed.
Richard highlighted that the attendance at the meeting of representatives from ADC had proved
very worthwhile and subsequent to the meeting, at the prompting of ADC, representatives from
both the Beck Lane and Brand Lane developments had been in touch with Richard to arrange
meetings with the working group.
4. Stanton Hill Regeneration (Mike Vardy)
The minutes of the working group meeting on 19th December were circulated and reviewed.
Mike advised that Donna Mellor had given an outline of the ADC activities / plan for Stanton
Hill, but these were mostly related to health and well-being, and the working group members
felt that these were not significant or substantial enough to have any major impact on the area.
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The working group will be organising a questionnaire that will be used to gather the views and
feedback of Stanton Hill residents on what they believe should be the priorities and key actions
for the area. They would engage with Stanton Hill Co-op to host sessions on the questionnaire,
but also to hopefully get their involvement / support for the overall regeneration project.
It was noted that there is a potential to obtain funding from both the National Lottery and the
Coalfields Regeneration Trust.
5. Heritage (Lynn Henstock)
Notes from the working group meeting on January 10th were circulated and discussed.
There was much discussion about a footpath on the border of Stanton Hill / Sutton that was
regularly used but was not registered, and the discovery that the land over which the path ran
had been purchased relatively recently by the CEO of a house building company.
Jane Cooper will provide details for Richard Goad to follow up with Notts C.C.
6. Hydrocarbons & Minerals (Chris Goodall for Andrew Jenkins)
Key points from the recent working group meeting were reviewed and discussed.
A meeting for the end March was being proposed where local organisations would be invited to
attend, with the aim of coordinating the community’s response to plans for fracking
A local petition has been provided to Notts C.C. via Helen Smith and Jason Zadrozny.
7. HS2 (Janice Ashley)
The notes from the working group meeting on January 16th were reviewed and discussed.
Janice agreed to make contact with the HS2 organisation to request the Forum be officially
recognised as having an interest in the HS2 plans for the area, with Janice as the point of
contact.
Janice also agreed to contact Ault Hucknall Parish Council so that we could liaise with them over
our responses to HS2 plans.
8. Any Other Business
There was some discussion about the need for more publicity for the Forum and the
various working groups – no clear conclusions were reached.
9. Date of Next Meeting
A reminder that the next Forum meeting is on February 7th in the Manor Room, Teversal Village.
The next management meeting will be on 25th April, 7pm in the Manor Room
The following Forum meeting will be on 23rd May, 7pm in the Manor Room
The meeting closed at 9:45pm

